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Abstract
CSP-OZ [C. Fischer, CSP-OZ: A combination of Object-Z and CSP, in: H. Bowman, J. Derrick
(Eds.), Formal Methods for Open Object-Based Distributed Systems, FMOODS’97, vol. 2, Chapman
& Hall, 1997, pp. 423–438] is a combination of Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) and
Object-Z (OZ). It enables the specification of systems having both a state-based and a behaviour-
oriented view using the object-oriented concepts of classes, instantiation and inheritance. CSP-OZ
has a process semantics in the failure divergence model of CSP. In this paper we explain CSP-OZ and
investigate the notion of inheritance. Furthermore, we study the issue of property inheritance among
classes. We prove in a uniform way that behavioural subtyping relations between classes introduced
in [H. Wehrheim, Behavioural subtyping in object-oriented specification formalisms, University of
Oldenburg, Habilitation Thesis, 2002] guarantee the inheritance of safety and “liveness” properties.
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1. Introduction
In contrast to the widespread use of object-oriented programming and specification
languages, little is known about the properties enjoyed by systems constructed in the
object-oriented style. Research on verification of object-oriented descriptions often takes
place in the setting of object-oriented programming languages, for instance Java. The
methods range from Hoare-style verification supported by theorem provers [22,32] via
static checkers [26] to model-checking techniques [18]. Verification of object-oriented
modeling languages focuses on UML (e.g. [24,36]). These approaches check properties
of UML state machines by translating them into existing model-checkers. Although UML
is an integrated formalism allowing the specification of data and behaviour aspects, existing
model-checking techniques focus on the behavioural view.
Reasoning about object-oriented specifications represents a challenge in its own right.
Given a proof made with respect to one data-model, its reuse in another data-model
extended by inheritance represents a major problem that must be overcome in order
to build up libraries that support proofs about non-trivial applications. To describe the
preservation of behavioural properties of classes under change the concept of subtyping
has been lifted from data types to objects by [1,27]. Subtyping definitions used in the
verification of object-oriented programming languages (like Java) are mainly variations of
this basic idea [32,8]. Whereas these approaches are restricted to state-based specifications
(using e.g. Object-Z [39], Larch [17]) and consequently to state-based properties like class
invariants, Nierstrasz [29] proposed definitions suitable to deal with behaviour-oriented
specifications (using e.g. CSP [20]). A first systematic study of subtyping for specifications
integrating state-based and behaviour-oriented views is [45].
In this paper we study specification and (property) inheritance in the language CSP-
OZ [10,12] combining two existing specification languages for processes and data. In
particular, we develop two subtyping relations for CSP-OZ which guarantee preservation
of safety and (a form of) liveness properties.
Specification of processes. Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) was introduced by
Hoare [19,20]. The central concepts of CSP are synchronous communication via channels
between different processes, parallel composition and hiding of internal communication.
For CSP a rich mathematical theory comprising operational, denotational and algebraic
semantics with consistency proofs has been developed [3,30,34]. Tool support comes
through the FDR model-checker [33]. The name stands for Failure Divergence Refinement
and refers to the standard semantic model of CSP, the failure divergence model FD, and
its notion of process refinement. Besides FD there is also the simplified trace model T
of CSP. In T process refinement can be used to model safety properties via trace set
inclusion, and in FD process refinement can be used to model a limited form of “liveness”
properties. Here “liveness” refers to the absence of divergence, i.e. infinite internal activity
that prevents a process from ever reacting to external requests of the environment.
Specification of data. Z was introduced in the early 1980’s in Oxford by Abrial as a
set-theoretic and predicate language for the specification of data, state spaces and state
transformations. It comprises the mathematical tool kit, a collection of convenient notations
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and definitions, and the schema calculus for structuring large state spaces and their
transformations. A Z schema has a name, say S, and consists of variable declarations and
a predicate constraining the values of these variables. It is denoted as follows:
S
declarations
predicate
The first systematic description of Z is [42]. Since then the language has been published
extensively (e.g. [48]) and used in many case studies and industrial projects. Object-
Z is an object-oriented extension of Z [9,37,39]. It comprises the concepts of classes,
instantiation and inheritance. Z and Object-Z come with the concept of data refinement.
For Z there exist proof systems for establishing properties of specifications and refinements
such as Z/EVES [35] or HOL-Z based on Isabelle [23]. For Object-Z type checkers exist.
Verification support is less developed except for an extension of HOL-Z [41].
Property inheritance. Inheritance allows the re-use of existing specifications and code.
Besides the re-use of specifications the re-use of correctness proofs is an important issue
in any formal approach to system development. Given a class A with some proven property
P we are interested in conditions under which this property is inherited to specialised
classes C.
For this purpose, a notion of subtyping for the combined formalism CSP-OZ is developed
and the inheritance of safety and “liveness” properties is studied.
Structure of this paper. Section 2 introduces the combination CSP-OZ by way of an
example. In Section 3 the semantics of CSP-OZ is reviewed. Section 4 is devoted to the
inheritance operator in CSP-OZ and its semantics. In Section 5 the inheritance of properties
is studied in depth, and the relationship between inheritance and subtyping is discussed.
Proofs of the new theorems are given in Section 6. Finally, we conclude with Section 7.
A preliminary version of this article appeared as [31]. This journal version contains
more details of the running example and the semantics, a new section on inheritance and
subtyping, and proofs of the theorems on property inheritance.
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2. The combination CSP-OZ
There are various specialised techniques for describing individual aspects of system
behaviour. But complex systems exhibit various behavioural aspects. This observation has
led to research into the combination and semantic integration of specification techniques.
One such combination is CSP-OZ [10,13,14,12] integrating CSP and Object-Z. Central
to CSP-OZ is the notion of a class. The specification of a class C has a format as shown
in Fig. 1. The interface I declares channel names and types to be used by the class.
Additionally, there may be local channels L declared that are only visible inside the
class. The CSP part uses a CSP process P to describe the desired sequencing behaviour
on the interface and local channels. As in Object-Z the state space of C is given by a
nameless schema State : Exp. The initial state of C is described by a schema named
Init. For the interface and local channels c communication schemas named com c describe
the transformation of the state space induced by communicating along c. In Z and hence
Object-Z the prime decoration is used for denoting the new values after the transformation.
This value may depend on values of input parameters (decorated by ?) and yield values
of output parameters (decorated by !). In addition CSP-OZ uses simple parameters (no
decoration) which are a mixture of input and output parameters (see below).
C
I
[
interface
]
L
[
local channels
]
P
[
CSP part
]
Z
[
OZ part
]
where the OZ part Z comprises the following schemas:
State
[
state space
]
Init
[
initial condition
]
com c
[
communication schemas
]
Fig. 1. Format of a CSP-OZ class.
Example 1. To illustrate the use of CSP-OZ we present here part of the specification of
a till [45] for the problem “cash point service” defined in [6]. Informally, the till is used
by inserting a card and typing in a PIN which is compared with the PIN stored on the
card. In the case of a successful identification, the customer may withdraw money from
the account. Upon withdrawal the bank of the customer is informed about the transaction.
The till is only one component of a larger system including banks, cards, customers, and
money dispensers. We specify part of the till and the bank.
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Global definitions. The CSP-OZ class Till uses two basic Z types:
[Pin, CardID]
Pin represents the set of personal identification numbers and CardID the set of card
identification numbers. Furthermore, we stipulate one basic type for every class which
can take reference names to instances of this class. Reference names serve as addresses for
instances of a class. They are not references in the classical sense (i.e. pointers), but merely
names that uniquely identify instances. Here we need the following types
[TillRef, BankRef ]
for the two classes Till and Bank.
Interface. The Till is connected to its environment by several typed channels (some of
which are given below):
chan insertCard : [ b? : BankRef ; c? : CardID; t : {self } ]
chan getCustPin : [ p? : Pin; t : {self } ]
chan getCardPin : [ p? : Pin; t : {self } ]
chan pay : [ a! : N; t : {self } ]
chan updateBalance : [ b : BankRef ; t : {self }; a! : N; c! : CardID ]
chan stop
Every channel has a type which is given by a schema containing the (input, output or
simple) parameters of the channel. Simple parameters are solely used for addressing
purposes; their value may be restricted by both objects taking part in the communication
over that channel. For instance, the simple parameter t of channel insertCard has as type
the singleton set {self }. Upon object creation the special variable self is set to the reference
name of the particular till. Thus, within class C the type of self is CRef. During the lifetime
of an instance the value of self never changes.
CSP-OZ has also a special type Signal consisting only of a single value. By convention,
the type Signal is omitted in a channel declaration, and semantically a communication
along such a channel is identified with a pure synchronisation event, denoted by the channel
name itself. The channel stop is an example.
In this example, the channel insertCard is used to insert some card with identity c?
of a bank b? into the till t. The channel getCustPin expects a value p? of type Pin as its
input, the channel getCardPin also inputs a value p? of type Pin, the channel pay outputs
a natural number a! (the amount of money to be paid out to the customer), and the channel
updateBalance is intended for communication with the bank b from till t to transmit an
amount a! of money to be withdrawn from the account belonging to card with identity c!.
Since there may be several banks around, the first parameter of updateBalance is used to
identify one particular bank. The second parameter tells the bank which till was used in the
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transaction (the one issuing the communication over updateBalance). The full definition
of the till comprises more interface channels (see [45]).
CSP part. This part specifies the order in which communications along the interface
channels can occur. To this end, a set of recursive process equations is given. The main
equation starts with the process identifier main. The symbol c= is used instead of an
ordinary equals symbol to distinguish between CSP process equations and Z equations.
main
c= insertCard → Ident
Ident c= getCustPin → getCardPin →
(idFail → Eject
 idSucc → Service)
Eject c= eject → main
Service c= (stop → Eject
 withdraw → getAmount → pay →
updateBalance → Eject)
This process specifies the following behaviour. First the till gets the CardID via a
communication along channel insertCard. Then the till checks the customer’s identity
by getting the customer’s PIN via getCustPin, retrieving the PIN stored on the card via
getCardPin, and comparing both. The communications idFail signals that this comparison
failed, the communication idSucc signals that it was successful. In the case of failure the
card is ejected. In the case of success that service mode is entered where the customer
has the choice of stopping the interaction or withdrawing money. In the latter case the
communication getAmount inputs the amount of money the customer wishes to withdraw,
the communication pay initiates the money dispenser to pay out this amount, and the
communication updateBalance informs the bank about the change.
Note that in this particular CSP process no communication values are specified. They
will be dealt with in the OZ part.
OZ part. This part specifies the state of the till and the effect of the communications on
this state. The state consists of the following typed variables:
currCard : CardID [state space]
currBank : BankRef
currPin, typedPin : Pin
amount : N
The effect of communications along the interface channels are specified using
communication schemas. Here we give only some examples. The schema
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com insertCard
(currCard, currBank)
b? : BankRef
c? : CardId
t : TillRef
currCard ′ = c? ∧ currBank ′ = b?
specifies that a communication along channel insertCard may only change the state
variables currCard and currBank. This is the meaning of the -list in the first line of
the declaration part of this schema. The second line specifies that a communication along
insertCard has input values c? of type CardID and b? of type BankRef. The predicate of
the schema specifies that the effects of the schema are assignments of the input values to
variable currCard and currBank.
The schema
com idSucc
currPin = typedPin
specifies that a communication idSucc does not change any variable of the state (no -list)
and is enabled only if the current PIN of the card is identical to the PIN typed in by the
customer. The schema
com updateBalance
b : BankRef
t : TillRef
a! : N
c! : CardID
b = currBank
a! = amount ∧ c! = CardId
specifies that the amount a! of money to be withdrawn and the identity c! of the card are
sent to the bank currBank where the balance of the account is updated. The value of the
simple parameter t is — by its type declaration in the interface — restricted to the reference
name self of the particular till instance executing updateBalance.
Altogether we get the following (part of the) class specification Till:
Till
chan insertCard : [ b? : BankRef; c? : CardID; t : {self } ]
chan getCustPin : [ p? : Pin; t : {self } ]
chan getCardPin : [ p? : Pin; t : {self } ]
chan pay : [ a! : N; t : {self } ]
chan updateBalance : [ b : BankRef; t : {self }; a! : N; c! : CardID ]
...
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main = insertCard → Ident
Ident = getCustPin → getCardPin →
(idFail → Eject
 idSucc → Service)
Eject = eject → main
Service = (stop → Eject
 withdraw → getAmount → pay →
updateBalance → Eject)
currCard : CardID
currBank : BankRef
currPin, typedPin : Pin
amount : N
Init
true
com insertCard
(currCard, currBank)
b? : BankRef
c? : CardId
t : TillRef
currCard ′ = c? ∧ currBank ′ = b?
com idSucc
currPin = typed Pin
com updateBalance
b : BankRef
t : TillRef
a! : N
c! : CardID
b = currBank
a! = amount ∧ c! = CardId
...
Instances. An instance (or object) t of the class Till is specified by a declaration
t : Till.
The instance t behaves like the class Till with variable self set to t. A customer using till t
might perform the following interaction with it expressed as a CSP process:
Customer c= insertCard.LZO.765.t → getCustPin.4711 →
withdraw.t → getAmount.100 → SKIP.
To model the behaviour of several instances t1, . . . , tn of the class Till the interleaving
operator ||| of CSP can be used:
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t1 ||| · · · ||| tn or |||i=1,...,n ti
These tills will be connected with a finite set of banks of the following class:
Bank
chan updateBalance : [ b : {self }; t? : TillRef, a? : N; c? : CardID ]
...
accounts : CardID → Z
transactions : CardID → seq TillRef
com updateBalance
(accounts, transactions)
b : BankRef
t? : TillRef
a? : N
c? : CardID
accounts ′ = accounts ⊕ {c? → accounts(c?) − a?}
transactions ′ = transactions ⊕ {c? → transactions(c?) 〈t?〉}
...
The data domain for the first parameter of updateBalance is the set {self } thus achieving
correct addressing. An instance of class Bank can only communicate with a till via
updateBalance when the first parameter is set to its instance name. When updateBalance is
called the account belonging to the particular card identity c? is updated and the transaction
is stored.
Finally, a system comprising banks b1, . . . , bm connected to tills t1, . . . , tn can be
specified by the following class:
System
chan insertCard : [ b? : BankRef ; c? : CardID; t : TillRef ]
chan getCustPin : [ p? : Pin; t : TillRef ]
chan getCardPin : [ p? : Pin; t : TillRef ]
chan pay : [ a! : N; t : TillRef ]
local chan updateBalance : [ b : BankRef ; t : TillRef ; a! : N; c! : CardID ]
...
main = (b1, . . . , bm : Bank; t1, . . . , tn : Till •
(|||i=1,...,m bi) ||{updateBalance} (|||i=1,...,n ti))
where ||{updateBalance} is the parallel composition enforcing synchronisation on the channel
updateBalance between banks and tills. The reference names in the parameters of this
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channel ensure correct addressing, i.e. a bank bj communicates with a till tl by executing
updateBalance.bj.tl.v a.v c (with some values v a and v c for amount and card identity).
The class has no Object-Z part. It just contains the CSP description of the architecture
of the system. All instances are declared local to the class and all channels which are used
for internal communication between components of the system are explicitly declared as
local channels.
3. Semantics
Each class of a CSP-OZ specification denotes a process obtained by transforming the
OZ part into a process that runs in parallel with the CSP part. First we briefly review the
semantics of CSP and Object-Z.
3.1. Semantics of CSP
The standard semantics of CSP is the FD-semantics based on failures and divergences
[34]. Starting from a set  of events or communications, a failure is a pair (s, X) consisting
of a finite sequence or trace s ∈ ∗ and a so-called refusal set X ∈ P . Intuitively,
a failure (s, X) describes that after engaging in the trace s the process can refuse to
engage in any of the communications in X. Refusal sets allow us to make fine distinctions
between different nondeterministic process behaviour; they are essential for obtaining
a compositional definition of parallel composition in the CSP setting of synchronous
communication when we want to observe deadlocks. Formally, we need the following sets
of observations about process behaviour:
Traces = ∗,
Refusals = P ,
Failures = Traces × Refusals.
A divergence is a trace after which the process can engage in an infinite sequence of internal
actions. The simplest model of CSP is the trace semantics T . Let Processes denote the set
of CSP processes. Then
T : Processes → P Traces.
Thus T assigns to each CSP process a set of traces. This semantics induces a notion of
process refinement denoted by 
T . For P, Q ∈ Processes this relation is defined as follows:
P 
T Q iff T (P) ⊇ T (Q).
Thus Q refines P in the trace model if Q exhibits no more traces than P. Then Q can be
regarded as a process satisfying the safety property defined by the trace set of P.
Trace refinement is insensitive against deadlocks or divergences. To deal with these
phenomena, the more sophisticated failure divergence semantics FD of CSP is needed. It
is given by two mappings
F : Processes → P Failures and D : Processes → P Traces.
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For a CSP process P we define FD(P) = (F(P),D(P)). Certain well-formedness
conditions relate the values of F and D (see [34], p. 192). Also the FD-semantics induces
a notion of process refinement denoted by 
FD. For P, Q ∈ Processes this relation is
defined as follows:
P 
FD Q iff F(P) ⊇ F(Q) and D(P) ⊇ D(Q).
Thus Q refines P in the failure divergence model if Q is more deterministic (i.e. has fewer
failures) and is more defined (i.e. less divergent) than P. In particular, if P represents a
specification without divergences then Q refining P is guaranteed to exhibit “liveness”,
i.e. to react to communications as required by P without getting lost in infinite internal
process activity.
3.2. Semantics of communication schemas
For Object-Z a history semantics based on sequences of states and events (operation
calls) as well as some more abstract semantics are defined [37]. We do not need these
semantics here because we only use the state transformation view of the communication
schemas in the OZ part. A communication schema
com c
(x)
in? : Din
s : Ds
out! : Dout
p(x, in?, s, out!, x ′)
with -list x, input parameters in?, simple parameters s, and output parameters
out! describes a transformation on the state space as specified by the predicate
p(x, in?, s, out!, x ′) where additionally y′ = y holds for all state variables y not mentioned
in the -list. The transformation is defined only for those values of x, s and in? satisfying
the precondition of com c requiring that there exist corresponding values of out! and
x ′. If the transformation is defined any of these values of out! and x ′ can be chosen
nondetermistically.
Z comes with the usual notion of data refinement and operation refinement [48,7]. Given
a relation ρ between an abstract and a concrete state space, a concrete communication
schema C com c refines an abstract communication schema A com c, denoted by
A com c 
ρ C com c,
if C com c is more defined and more deterministic than A com c.
3.3. Semantics of CSP-OZ
The semantics of CSP-OZ is defined in [10,12]. Each CSP-OZ class denotes a process
in the failure divergence model of CSP. For this purpose, method invocations are identified
with events in the CSP sense. The process is obtained by transforming the OZ part of a
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class into a CSP process that runs in parallel and communicates with the CSP part of the
class.
Consider a CSP-OZ class C as in Fig. 1. Let st denote the list of variables declared in
the schema State, and let st′ be the corresponding list of variables of the decorated schema
State′. For a channel c declared in I or L let inc, simplec, outc denote the list of input,
simple, and output parameters of this channel. Note that the communication schema com c
depends on the values of st, inc, simplec, outc, st′. For a given list  of typed variables let
Val() denote the set of all corresponding lists of values that these variables may assume
according to their type.
Transformation. The OZ part of the class is transformed into a CSP process OZMain
defined by the following system of (parameterised) recursive equations for OZPart using
the (indexed) CSP operators for internal nondeterministic choice () and alternative
composition ():
OZMain = v st OZPart(v st)
OZPart(v st) = c, v inc, v simplec
v outc, v st ′ c.v inc.v simplec.v outc → OZPart(v st′)
where in the first equation the index v st of the  operator ranges over all value lists in
Val(st) that satisfy Init. Thus the process OZMain can nondeterministically choose any
values for the state variables st that satisfy Init to start with. For the  operator in the
second equation, the index c ranges over all channels declared in I and L, the index v inc
ranges over all value lists in Val(inc), and the index v simplec ranges over all value lists in
Val(simplec) such that the precondition of the communication schema for c, i.e.
∃ outc; st′ • com c,
holds for these values. Finally, for any chosen c and values v inc, v simplec, the indices of
the subsequent  operator are determined as follows: the index v outc ranges over all value
lists in Val(outc) and the index v st′ ranges over all value lists in Val(st′) such that
com c
holds for these values. So the OZPart(v st) is ready for every communication event
c.v inc.v simplec.v outc along a channel c in I or L where for the values v inc, v simplec
the communication schema com c is satisfiable for some output values v outc and
successor state v st′. For given input values v inc, v simplec any such v outc and v st′ can
be nondeterministically chosen to yield c.v inc.v simplec.v outc and the next recursive call
OZPart(v st′). Thus input and output along channels c are modelled by a subtle interplay
of the CSP alternative and nondeterministic choice.
Semantics of a class. Using parallel composition and hiding the semantics of a class is
defined in the failure divergence model as follows:
FD(C) = FD((P ||{commonEvents} OZMain) \ Events(L)).
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Here ||A is the parallel composition with synchronisation on the event set A and \B is the
hiding operator concealing all events in the event set B (see e.g. [34]). In this semantic
equation we refer to the synchronisation set
commonEvents = α(P) ∩ α(OZMain)
where α(Q) is the alphabet of a given CSP process Q, i.e. the set of all communications
in which Q can engage. Events(L) is the set of all communications that are possible on the
local channels L.
Semantics of self. So far, this semantic definition treats classes without occurrence of the
variable self. The name self is used as a reference name for a particular instance. However,
it is simply a name and not a reference in the sense of a pointer. In contrast to Object-Z,
CSP-OZ adopts no reference semantics for instances but a value semantics. Instances of
classes may be declared at two points within a specification. The first possibility is a
variable in the state space of a class C1 which has the type of another class C2. Then
C2 must be a pure Object-Z class, i.e. without a CSP part, and the semantics is the value
semantics also used in earlier work on Object-Z. We will therefore not explicitly discuss
it here. The second possibility is to instantiate classes within the CSP part (and then there
are no restrictions on the classes). Since CSP-OZ objects communicate via channels (and
not via mutual references to each other) there is, however, still no necessity of defining a
reference semantics. We only have to ensure that there is a way to communicate with a
particular object, and for this purpose the variable self is introduced. The existence of self
allows us to uniquely address an instance. To this end the address can become part of a
communication event (i.e. can be one parameter of a channel).
Since self is different for every instance of a class the events of one instance differ from
the events of other instances (of the same class). This has to be reflected in our semantics.
When self is used the above transformation of Object-Z to CSP therefore has to be modified
slightly. Instead of a CSP process OZMain, a parameterised process OZMain(v self) is
now the result of the transformation where v self ranges over the values of the variable
self, i.e. the set CRef of reference names of class C.
OZMain(v self) = v st OZPart(v st, v self)
OZPart(v st, v self) = c, v inc,v simplec
v outc, v st′ c.v inc.v simplec.v outc →
OZPart(v st′, v self)
where the predicate com c depends on the values of st, inc, simplec, outc, st′ and self
may be one of the simple parameters in the list simplec. For instance, for the channel
updateBalance the (interior of the) translation yields
updateBalance.v self.v t.v a.v c → OZPart(v st′, v self).
The semantics of a class C is thus a functionFD(C) : CRef → P Failures×P Traces from
reference names (of class C) to failure divergence sets.
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Semantics of an instance. Suppose an instance o of a CSP-OZ class C is declared by o : C
(within a CSP process). Then o denotes a process which is obtained by callingFD(C) with
the reference name o in place of the formal parameter self :
FD(o) = FD(C)(o).
Alternatively, the notation C(o) can be used for instantiation. Then by definition
FD(C(o)) = FD(C)(o).
Refinement compositionality. By the above process semantics of CSP-OZ, the refinement
notion 
FD is immediately available for CSP-OZ. In [12] it has been shown that CSP-OZ
satisfies the principle of refinement compositionality, i.e. refinement of the parts implies
refinement of the whole. Formally:
• Process refinement P1 
FD P2 implies refinement in CSP-OZ:
spec I L P1 Z end 
FD spec I L P2 Z end
• Data refinement Z1 
ρ Z2 for a refinement relation ρ (as verified by downward
simulation conditions) implies refinement in CSP-OZ:
spec I L P Z1 end 
FD spec I L P Z2 end
4. Inheritance
Process refinement P 
FD Q in CSP stipulates that P and Q have the same interface.
Often one wishes to extend the communication capabilities of a process or the operation
capabilities of a class. This can be specified using the notion of inheritance, a syntactic
relationship on classes: a superclass (or abstract class) A is extended to a subclass (or
concrete class) C. The subclass should inherit the parts of the superclass. In CSP-OZ this
is denoted as follows. Given a superclass A of the form
A
IA
[
interface
]
LA
[
local channels
]
PA
[
CSP part
]
ZA
[
OZ part
]
we obtain a subclass C of A by referring to A using the inherit clause:
C
inherit A
[
superclass
]
IC
[
interface
]
LC
[
local channels
]
PC
[
CSP part
]
ZC
[
OZ part
]
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The semantics of the inherit operator is defined in a transformational way, i.e. by
incorporating the superclass A into C yielding the following expanded version of C:
C
I
[
interface
]
L
[
local channels
]
P
[
CSP part
]
Z
[
OZ part
]
where I = IA ∪ IC, L = LA ∪LC and P is obtained from PA and PC by parallel composition
and Z is obtained from ZA and ZC by schema conjunction.
More precisely, to obtain the CSP part P we first replace in PA and PC the process
identifiers main by new identifiers mainA and mainC respectively, then collect the resulting
set of process equations, and add the equation
main
c= mainA ||{commonEvents} mainC
modelling parallel composition of PA and PC with synchronisation on their common
events. To obtain the OZ part Z the corresponding schemas of ZA and ZC are conjoined:
State = StateA ∧ StateC,
Init = InitA ∧ InitC,
com c = com cA ∧ com cC for all channels c in (IA ∪ LA) ∩ (IC ∪ LC),
com c = com cA for all channels c in (IA ∪ LA) \ (IC ∪ LC),
com c = com cC for all channels c in (IC ∪ LC) \ (IA ∪ LA).
Example 2. We wish to extend the specification of the basic till of Example 1 with the
option to switch the language of the display (English vs. German) at any time. To this end,
we introduce the type
[Language]
and require that it has at least two different values:
g, e : Language
g = e
The following class ExtTill inherits the specification of the class Till:
ExtTill
inherit Till
chan english, german
main = german → english → main
lang : Language
Init
lang = e
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com german
(lang)
lang′ = g
com english
(lang)
lang′ = e
Semantically, the CSP part of ExtTill runs in parallel with the inherited CSP part of Till
thus allowing us to switch the language at any time.
5. Inheritance of properties
In this section we study the preservation of properties under inheritance. The scenario
we are interested in is the following: suppose we have a superclass A for which we have
already verified that a certain property P holds. Now we extend A to a subclass C and would
like to know under which conditions P also holds for C. This would allow us to check the
conditions on the subclass and avoid re-verification.
Since CSP-OZ has a failure divergence semantics, we use the CSP style of property
specification. In CSP, properties are formalised by CSP processes. A property P holds for
a class A if the class refines the property. We are thus interested in a reasoning similar to
that for refinement. In CSP, properties are preserved under refinement, i.e. if P holds for A
and A is refined by C then P holds for C. This is due to the transitivity of the refinement
relation 
FD:
P 
FD A ∧ A 
FD C ⇒ P 
FD C.
If inheritance is employed (C being a subclass of A) instead of refinement this is in general
not true any more because inheritance allows us to modify essential aspects of a class and
thus may destroy properties proven for the superclass. We thus have to require a closer
relationship between super- and subclass in order to achieve inheritance of properties.
A relationship which guarantees a certain form of property inheritance is behavioural
subtyping [27]. Originally studied in state-based contexts, this concept has recently been
extended to behaviour-oriented formalisms (see [15]) and is thus adequate for CSP-OZ
with its failure divergence semantics. Behavioural subtyping guarantees substitutability
while also allowing extension of functionality as introduced by inheritance.
In the following we will look at two forms of behavioural subtyping, defined in the two
semantic models of CSP, trace and failure divergence model. We show that the trace-based
notion of subtyping preserves safety properties and the failure-divergence-based notion
preserves a form of liveness properties. Originally, these two forms of behaviour-oriented
subtyping have been defined as relations between failure and divergence sets [15,47].
For ease of understanding, we will use an alternative definition here which relies on the
application of CSP operators on the (semantics of) classes. These alternative definitions
have been developed in order to be able to apply the FDR model-checker for checking
subtype relationships [46]. In Section 5.3 we will also briefly discuss the relationship
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between inheritance and subtyping, and describe a simple pattern for the Object-Z part
which guarantees that inheritance leads to subtypes. All proofs can be found in Section 6.
5.1. Safety: trace properties
Since CSP offers different forms of refinement there are also different forms of
satisfaction. We say that a class satisfies a property with respect to safety issues if it is
a trace refinement of the property; when failure divergence refinement is used a (limited
form of) liveness is checked (see next section).
Definition 1. Let A be a class and P a CSP property (process). A satisfies the trace property
P (or A satisfies P in the trace model) iff
T (A) ⊆ T (P)
(or equivalently P 
T A) holds.
We illustrate this by means of the cash point example. Consider the following class A0
with a behaviour as specified in Fig. 2. For reasons of readability we consider only a very
simple form of till.

A0


idSucc stop
withdraw pay







ﬀ 

ﬀ
Fig. 2. The simple till A0.
We want to specify that money is paid out only after the correct PIN code has been entered.
As a CSP property process this is:
Seq = idSucc → pay → Seq
Safe = Seq ||| CHAOS(  − {idSucc, pay} )
Here the process CHAOS(α), where α is a set of events, is the chaotic process which can
always choose to communicate as well as refuse events of α [34]. CHAOS(α) is defined by
the recursive equation
CHAOS(α) = STOP  (  ev ∈ α • ev → CHAOS(α)). (1)
A0 satisfies the trace property Safe since Safe 
T A0.
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Next we would like to know whether such a trace property P can be inherited to
a subclass (or more specifically, a subtype) C. As a first observation we notice that C
potentially has traces over a larger alphabet than A since it can have a larger interface. This
might immediately destroy the holding of a trace property. Nevertheless, a trace property
might still hold in the sense that, as far as the operations of A are concerned, the ordering
of operations as specified in P also holds in C. This can be tested by projecting (the traces
or failures and divergences of) both the class C and the property P down to the alphabet
of A.
We thus define the following projection operator for traces s and sets α of events. Let
the projection s ↓ α be the trace that results from s by removing all elements outside the
set α. Obviously, projection distributes over concatenation, i.e. for traces s, t we have
(s t) ↓ α = (s ↓ α) (t ↓ α).
We lift this operation to CSP processes P in the trace and failure divergence model by
applying it elementwise to traces, failures and divergences:
T (P ↓ α) = {s : Traces | s ∈ T (P) • s ↓ α)}
F(P ↓ α) = {s : Traces; X, Z : Refusals | Z ⊆  − α ∧
(s, X) ∈ F(P) • (s ↓ α, X ∪ Z)} ∪
{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D(P ↓ α) • (s, X)}
D(P ↓ α) = {s, v : Traces | s ∈ D(P) • (s ↓ α) v)}.
Note that here and elsewhere we use a Z style notation for sets (see e.g. [48]). The refusals
X ∪ Z with Z ⊆  − α reflect the idea that outside the projection alphabet α any event can
be refused. The failures and divergence sets are constructed in such a way that the closure
properties of these models are again fulfilled: divergent traces can always be extended, and
after a divergence anything can be refused. For a more detailed account of these issues
see [34].
This operator is now used to formulate satisfaction of a property with respect to an
alphabet.
Definition 2. Let C be a class, P a property and α ⊆  a set of events. C satisfies the trace
property P with respect to α iff
T (C ↓ α) ⊆ T (P ↓ α)
or equivalently P ↓ α 
T C ↓ α holds.
In the sequel we use the following notation. Let A and C be classes with α(A) ⊆ α(C)
and
N = α(C) − α(A)
denote the set of new methods. The question we would ultimately like to answer is thus as
follows: if A satisfies P in the trace model, does C satisfy P in the trace model w.r.t. α(A)?
This is in fact the case when C is a trace subtype of A.
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Definition 3. C is a trace subtype of A, abbreviated A 
tr−st C, iff
A ||| CHAOS(N) 
T C.
Intuitively, the interleaving parallel composition of A with the chaotic process over the set
N says that C may have new methods N in addition to A and that these can at any time be
executed as well as refused, but they have to be independent from (interleaved with) the
A-part. Note that trace subtyping corresponds to trace refinement if N = ∅, i.e. if C has no
additional methods.1
Safety properties are inherited by trace subtypes as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 1. Let A, C be processes with A 
tr−st C, and let P be a process formalising a
trace property. If A satisfies P in the trace model then C satisfies P in the trace model w.r.t.
α(A).
As an example we look at an extension of class A0. The till C0 depicted in Fig. 3 extends
A0 with a facility of viewing the current balance of the account. C0 is a trace subtype of A0
and thus inherits the property Safe, i.e. C0 satisfies Safe w.r.t. α(A0).

A0


idSucc stop
withdraw pay







ﬀ 

ﬀ
C0
 

 
idSucc stop
withdraw payview
display 










ﬀ 

ﬀ



Fig. 3. A class and a trace subtype.
It can be shown that with respect to the trace refinement ordering 
T the process
A ||| CHAOS(N) is the smallest process inheriting all properties of A (with respect to
α(A)).
Theorem 2. C = A ||| CHAOS(N) is w.r.t. 
T the smallest process such that for all
processes P
P 
T A implies P ↓ α(A) 
T C ↓ α(A).
1 This is because CHAOS(∅) is equivalent to STOP, and STOP is the neutral element for interleaving provided
the termination event  is absent.
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5.2. “Liveness”: FD properties
Liveness properties are checked in CSP by comparing the property process and the
class with respect to their failure divergence set, i.e. checking whether the class is a failure
divergence refinement of the property. This yields a form of bounded liveness check: it
can be proven that methods can be refused or, conversely, are always enabled after certain
traces, without the danger of the class getting lost in an infinite internal activity. Unbounded
liveness, e.g. eventuality properties on traces expressible in temporal logic, cannot be
specified in CSP.
Definition 4. Let A be a class and P a CSP property (process). A satisfies the liveness
property P (or A satisfies P in the FD model) iff
FD(A) ⊆ FD(P)
or equivalently P 
FD A holds.
We illustrate this again with our till example. The property we would like to prove for
class A0 concerns service availability: after the PIN code has been verified the withdrawal
of money cannot be refused. Formalised as a CSP property this is:
Live = idSucc → withdraw → Live
 (STOP
 pay → Live
 stop → Live)
 pay → Live
 stop → Live.
Class A0 satisfies the liveness property Live since Live 
FD A0 holds.
Analogously to trace properties, we define now the satisfaction of a liveness property
with respect to an alphabet.
Definition 5. Let C be a class, P a property and α ⊆  a set of events. C satisfies the
liveness property P with respect to alphabet α iff
FD(C ↓ α) ⊆ FD(P ↓ α)
or equivalently P ↓ α 
FD C ↓ α holds.
Liveness properties can be shown to be inherited to classes which are failure divergence
subtypes2 of the superclass.
Definition 6. C is a failure divergence subtype of A, abbreviated A 
fd−st C, iff
A ||| CHAOS(N) 
FD C.
2 Failure divergence subtyping coincides with optimal subtyping of [15] and [45].
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This definition lifts the idea of trace subtyping to the failure divergence semantics:
in class C anything “new” is allowed in parallel with the behaviour of A as long as it
does not interfere with the “old” part. Looking at class C0 in comparison with A0 we
find that C0 is not a failure divergence subtype of A0. For instance, C0 has the pair
(〈idSucc, view〉, { \ {display}) in its failure set for which no corresponding pair can be
found in F(A0 ||| CHAOS({view, display})) (the crucial point is the refusal of withdraw by
C0). Moreover, C0 does not satisfy the property Live.

A0


idSucc stop
withdraw pay







ﬀ 

ﬀ
C1
 


idSucc stop
withdraw pay







ﬀ 

ﬀ

ﬀ	

test
Fig. 4. A class and a failure divergence subtype.
Class C1 as depicted in Fig. 4 on the other hand is a failure divergence subtype of class
A0 and indeed it inherits property Live.
Theorem 3. Let A, C be classes with A 
fd−st C, and let P be a process formalising a
liveness property. If A satisfies P in theFD model, then C satisfies P in the FD model w.r.t.
α(A).
A more complex extension of the simple till is shown in Fig. 5. As in Example 2 the
extension allows switching between different languages in the display, but switching does
not affect the basic functionality. Since C2 turns out to be a failure divergence subtype of
A0, we deduce by the previous theorem that C2 satisfies Live.
Again, A ||| CHAOS(N) is the smallest process, now in the FD-refinement ordering,
which inherits all the properties of A.
Theorem 4. C = A ||| CHAOS(N) is w.r.t. 
FD the smallest process such that for all
processes P
P 
FD A implies P ↓ α(A) 
FD C ↓ α(A).
5.3. Inheritance and subtyping
Inheritance is primarily a concept supporting the re-use of specification and code.
However, if correctness is of interest the results of the last section can be used. Thus it
is necessary to know when a subclass is a subtype. For the CSP part of a CSP-OZ class this
can easily be checked with the FDR model-checker [46]. For the Object-Z part the same
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
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german
english
german
english
english
german
Fig. 5. Another failure divergence subtype.
check can be applied once it has been translated to CSP as defined in Section 3. In addition
there are construction patterns which — when applied — automatically yield subtypes.
In the following we present one such pattern. The pattern applies to the Object-Z part;
patterns for the CSP part can be found in [45].
Subtyping can be seen as a combination of refinement and extension. Therefore
downward simulation conditions for data refinement3 can be applied when a subclass
does not extend the interface of its superclass (i.e. does not specify new methods). Since
downward simulation implies failure divergence refinement, these conditions are sufficient
for showing that a (non-extending) subclass is a failure divergence subtype of its superclass.
If there are new methods in the subtype (i.e. N = ∅) additional conditions on these
methods have to guarantee that a subtype is achieved. A very simple condition is that
new methods may not modify variables already present in the superclass.
Theorem 5. Let A, C be classes, with C a subclass of A, and let again N = α(C) − α(A).
Then C is a failure divergence subtype of A if C restricted to α(A) is a downward simulation
of A, and for all c ∈ N the following non-modification condition holds:
the -list of com c contains no variables of StateA.
The proof of this theorem can be found in [45].
6. Proofs of the theorems
This section presents the proofs of the four theorems on property inheritance. We start
with the definition of some CSP processes and operators needed in the proofs. Furthermore,
we show some algebraic properties of the projection operator.
3 Upward simulation cannot be used since this does not induce failure divergence refinement [2].
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6.1. Definitions
As in Section 3 let  be the set of all events, Traces = ∗, and Refusals = P.
Basic processes. We need the CSP processes STOP and CHAOS(α) for a set α of events
in the trace and failure divergence model:
T (STOP) = {〈 〉}
F(STOP) = {X : Refusals • (〈 〉, X)}
D(STOP) = ∅.
CHAOS(α) as defined by the recursive Eq. (1) in Section 5 yields the following explicit
representation:
T (CHAOS(α)) = α∗
F(CHAOS(α)) = {s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ α∗ • (s, X)}
D(CHAOS(α)) = ∅.
Interleaving. Let s ||| t denote the set of all interleavings of given traces s and t. For
s, t ∈ ∗ and a, b ∈  this set is defined inductively as follows:
〈 〉 ||| t = {t}
s ||| 〈 〉 = {s}
〈a〉 s ||| 〈b〉 t = {u : Traces | u ∈ s ||| 〈b〉 t • 〈a〉 u} ∪
{u : Traces | u ∈ 〈a〉 s ||| t • 〈b〉 u}.
For CSP processes P, Q the interleaving operator is defined as follows:
T (P ||| Q) = {s, t, u : Traces | s ∈ T (P) ∧ t ∈ T (Q) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • u}
F(P ||| Q) = {s, t, u : Traces; X, Y : Refusals |
(s, X) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t, Y) ∈ F(Q) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • (u, X ∩ Y)} ∪
{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D(P ||| Q) • (s, X)}
D(P ||| Q) = {s, t, u, v : Traces | (s,∅) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t,∅) ∈ F(Q) ∧
(s ∈ D(P) ∨ t ∈ D(Q)) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • u v}.
Projection. The projection operator P ↓ α was defined in Section 5. Since this is not
a standard CSP operator, we first prove some basic algebraic properties of projection
concerning distribution over interleaving.
Lemma 1. In the trace model of CSP projection distributes over interleaving, i.e. for all
CSP processes P, Q and alphabets α
(P ||| Q) ↓ α =T P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α.
Proof. We have to show
T ((P ||| Q) ↓ α) = T (P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α).
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This equation rests on the fact that on individual traces projection distributes over
interleaving:
∃ u : Traces • u ∈ s ||| t ∧ u¯ = u ↓ α ⇔ u¯ ∈ (s ↓ α) ||| (t ↓ α). (2)
Then we deduce the following chain of equations:
T ((P ||| Q) ↓ α)
= { definition of ↓ α }
{u : Traces | u ∈ T (P ||| Q) • u ↓ α)}
= { definition of ||| }
{s, t, u : Traces | s ∈ T (P) ∧ t ∈ T (Q) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • u ↓ α)}
= {property (2)}
{s, t, u¯ : Traces | s ∈ T (P) ∧ t ∈ T (Q) ∧ u¯ ∈ (s ↓ α) ||| (t ↓ α) • u¯}
= { definition of ↓ α }
{s¯, t¯, u¯ : Traces | s¯ ∈ T (P ↓ α) ∧ t¯ ∈ T (Q ↓ α) ∧ u¯ ∈ s¯ ||| t¯ • u¯}
= { definition of ||| }
T (P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α). 
Lemma 2. In the failure divergence model of CSP, projection sub-distributes over
interleaving, i.e. for all CSP processes P, Q and alphabets α
P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α 
FD (P ||| Q) ↓ α.
Proof. More precisely, we show
(i) F((P ||| Q) ↓ α) ⊆ F(P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α)
(ii) D((P ||| Q) ↓ α) = D(P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α).
Again we use the fact (2) that on traces projection distributes over interleaving.
Re (i): We deduce the following chain of equations:
F((P ||| Q) ↓ α)
= { definition of ↓ α }
{u : Traces; X, Z : Refusals | Z ⊆  − α ∧
(u, X) ∈ F(P ||| Q) • (u ↓ α, X ∪ Z)} ∪
{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D((P ||| Q) ↓ α) • (s, X)}
= { definition of ||| }
{s, t, u : Traces; X, Y, Z : Refusals | Z ⊆  − α ∧
(s, X) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t, Y) ∈ F(Q) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • (u ↓ α, (X ∩ Y) ∪ Z)} ∪
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{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D(P ||| Q) • (s ↓ α, X)} ∪
{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D((P ||| Q) ↓ α) • (s, X)}
= { definition of D((P ||| Q) ↓ α) }
{s, t, u : Traces; X, Y, Z : Refusals | Z ⊆  − α ∧
(s, X) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t, Y) ∈ F(Q) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • (u ↓ α, (X ∩ Y) ∪ Z)} ∪
{s, v : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D(P ||| Q) • ((s ↓ α) v, X)}
= {property (2)}
{s, t, u¯ : Traces; X, Y, Z : Refusals | Z ⊆  − α ∧
(s, X) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t, Y) ∈ F(Q) ∧ u¯ ∈ (s ↓ α) ||| (t ↓ α) ∧ •
(u¯, (X ∩ Y) ∪ Z)} ∪
{s, v : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D(P ||| Q) • ((s ↓ α) v, X)}
= { definition of D((P ||| Q) ↓ α) and (X ∪ V) ∩ (Y ∪ W) =
(X ∩ Y) ∪ (X ∩ W) ∪ (V ∩ Y) ∪ (V ∩ W) }
{s, t, u¯ : Traces; X, Y, V, W : Refusals | V ⊆  − α ∧ W ⊆  − α ∧
(s, X) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t, Y) ∈ F(Q) ∧ u¯ ∈ (s ↓ α) ||| (t ↓ α) •
(u¯, (X ∪ V) ∩ (Y ∪ W)} ∪
{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D((P ||| Q) ↓ α) • (s, X)}
⊆ { part (ii) and definition of ↓ α adding failures due to D(P ↓ α) }
{s¯, t¯, u¯ : Traces; X¯, Y¯ : Refusals |
(s¯, X¯) ∈ F(P ↓ α) ∧ (t¯, Y¯) ∈ F(Q ↓ α) ∧ u¯ ∈ s¯ ||| t¯ • (u¯, X¯ ∩ Y¯} ∪
{s : Traces; X : Refusals | s ∈ D(P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α) • (s, X)}
= { definition of ||| }
F(P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α).
Re (ii): We deduce the following chain of equations:
D((P ||| Q) ↓ α)
= { definition of ↓ α }
{w, z : Traces | w ∈ D(P ||| Q) • (w ↓ α) z}
= { definition of ||| }
{s, t, u, v, z : Traces | (s,∅) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t,∅) ∈ F(Q) ∧
(s ∈ D(P) ∨ t ∈ D(Q)) ∧ u ∈ s ||| t • ((u v) ↓ α) z}
= { property (2) above and ↓ α distributes over of traces }
{s, t, u¯, v¯, z : Traces | (s,∅) ∈ F(P) ∧ (t,∅) ∈ F(Q) ∧
(s ∈ D(P) ∨ t ∈ D(Q)) ∧ u¯ ∈ (s ↓ α) ||| (t ↓ α) ∧ v¯ ∈ α∗ • u¯ v¯ z}
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= { definition of ↓ α }
{s¯, t¯, u¯, v¯, z : Traces | (s¯,∅) ∈ F(P ↓ α) ∧ (t¯,∅) ∈ F(Q ↓ α) ∧
(s¯ ∈ D(P ↓ α) ∨ t¯ ∈ D(Q ↓ α)) ∧ u¯ ∈ s¯ ||| t¯ ∧ v¯ ∈ α∗ • u¯ v¯ z}
= { α∗ ∗ = ∗ }
{s¯, t¯, u¯, v : Traces | (s¯,∅) ∈ F(P ↓ α) ∧ (t¯,∅) ∈ F(Q ↓ α) ∧
(s¯ ∈ D(P ↓ α) ∨ t¯ ∈ D(Q ↓ α)) ∧ u¯ ∈ s¯ ||| t¯ • u¯ v}
= { definition of ||| }
D(P ↓ α ||| Q ↓ α). 
Furthermore, it can be shown that projection and interleaving with the chaotic process have
a complementary effect.
Lemma 3. For CSP processes A, C with α(A) ⊆ α(C) and N = α(C)−α(A) the following
refinement relation holds in the trace model:
C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N) 
T C.
Proof. By definition of 
T we have to show the inclusion
T (C) ⊆ T (C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N)).
Consider a trace s ∈ T (C). Then s ↓ α(A) ∈ T (C ↓ α(A)). Let t be the sequence of
elements removed from s to obtain s ↓ α(A). Note that t ∈ T (CHAOS(N)) holds. Thus
s ∈ s ↓ α(A) ||| t and hence s ∈ T (C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N)) as desired. 
Lemma 4. For CSP processes A, C with α(A) ⊆ α(C) and N = α(C) − α(A) the following
refinement relation holds in the failure divergence model:
C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N) 
FD C.
Proof. By definition of 
T we have to show:
(i) F(C) ⊆ F(C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N))
(ii) D(C) ⊆ D(C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N)).
Re (i): Consider (s, X) ∈ F(C). Let Z ⊆  − α(A). Then (s ↓ α(A), X ∪ Z) ∈
F(C ↓ α(A)). Let t be the sequence of elements removed from s to obtain s ↓ α(A).
Then (t, X) ∈ F(CHAOS(N)). Also s ∈ s ↓ α(A) ||| t and X = (X ∪ Z) ∩ X. Thus
(s, X) ∈ F(C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N)).
Re (ii): Consider s ∈ D(C). Then s ↓ α(A) ∈ D(C ↓ α(A)) and thus (s ↓ α(A),∅) ∈
F(C ↓ α(A)). Let t be as above. Then (t,∅) ∈ F(CHAOS(N)) and s ∈ s ↓ α(A) ||| t.
Hence s ∈ D(C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N)) as desired. 
6.2. Proofs
We wish to present a uniform proof of the theorems in Section 5 for both the trace
and the failure divergence model of CSP, i.e. give a joint proof for the two theorems on
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property inheritance and for those about the smallest process inheriting properties. For
this purpose, let M stand for either T or FD. Thus for CSP processes P, Q we define
P =M Q iffM(Q) =M(P) and P 
M Q iffM(Q) ⊆ M(P) holds.
As in Section 5 we consider processes A, C with α(A) ⊆ α(C) and N = α(C) − α(A).
The next theorem restates Theorems 1 and 3 of Section 5, but now parameterised by the
modelM.
Theorem 6. Suppose A ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C. Then for all processes P
P 
M A implies P ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A).
Proof. We use the following chain of reasoning:
P 
M A
⇒ { monotonicity of ||| }
P ||| CHAOS(N) 
M A ||| CHAOS(N)
⇒ { assumption A ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C and transitivity of 
M }
P ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C
⇒ { monotonicity of ↓ α(A)}
(P ||| CHAOS(N)) ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A)
⇒ {↓ α(A) sub-distributes over |||, see Lemmas 1 and 2 }
P ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N) ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A)
⇒ {CHAOS(N) ↓ α(A) =M STOP because A ∩ N = ∅}
P ↓ α(A) ||| STOP 
M C ↓ α(A)
⇒ { STOP is neutral element w.r.t. |||}
P ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A). 
The next theorem restates Theorems 2 and 4 of Section 5, parameterised in the modelM.
Theorem 7. C = A ||| CHAOS(N) is the w.r.t. 
M smallest process such that for all
processes P
P 
M A implies P ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A).
Proof. By Theorem 6, process C defined as A ||| CHAOS(N) indeed inherits all properties
P of A with respect to α(A). The subsequent Lemma 5 proves that C is the smallest process
by showing that all processes which are not refinements of A ||| CHAOS(N) cannot inherit
all properties of A. 
Lemma 5. Suppose A ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C. Then there exists some process P with
P 
M A and P ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A).
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Proof. Choose P = A. Then obviously P 
M A. Suppose we have P ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓
α(A). Then we use the following chain of reasoning:
P ↓ α(A) 
M C ↓ α(A)
⇒ { monotonicity of ||| }
P ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N)
⇒ {C ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C, see Lemmas 3 and 4 }
P ↓ α(A) ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C
⇒ { choice of P and A ↓ α(A) =M A and compositionality ofM w.r.t. ||| }
A ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C
This contradicts A ||| CHAOS(N) 
M C. 
7. Conclusion
In this paper we took the combined specification formalism CSP-OZ to define and
study the inheritance of properties from superclasses to subclasses. Semantically, classes,
instances, and systems in CSP-OZ denote processes in the standard failure divergence
model of CSP. This allowed us to make full use of the well established mathematical theory
of CSP. In the case of systems with finite state CSP parts and finite data types in the OZ
parts the FDR model-checker for CSP can be applied to automatically verify refinement
relations between CSP-OZ specifications [14] and verify subtyping relations [46].
We showed that the inheritance of safety and liveness properties requires a failure
divergence subtype relationship between super- and subclass. Failure divergence subtyping
is a strong requirement for subclasses to satisfy, which may not always be achievable. As
future work it would be interesting to study weaker conditions under which properties are
inherited. These conditions might be parameterised by the property of interest, i.e. for a
specific property to be inherited specific conditions have to be checked.
Related work. A number of other combinations of process algebra with formalisms for
describing data exist today. A comparison of approaches for combining Z (or B) with a
process algebra can be found in [11]. Such integrations include Timed CSP and Object-Z
(TCOZ) [28], B and CSP [4] and Z and CCS [43,16]. Closest to the combination CSP-
OZ is Object-Z/CSP due to Smith [38]. There CSP operators serve to combine Object-
Z classes and instances. Thus to Object-Z classes a semantics in the failures divergence
model of CSP is assigned just as is done here for CSP-OZ. This semantics is obtained
as an abstraction of the more detailed history semantics of Object-Z [37]. In contrast to
CSP-OZ there is no CSP-part inside classes. As we have seen in the example, the CSP part
is convenient for specifying sequencing constraints on the communications events. Both
CSP-OZ and Object-Z/CSP have been extended to deal with real-time [21,40].
The issue of inheritance of properties to subtypes has been treated by van der Aalst and
Basten [44]. They deal with net-specific properties like safety (of nets), deadlock freedom
and free choice.
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Leavens and Weihl [25] show how to verify object-oriented programs using a technique
called “supertype abstraction”. This technique is based on the idea that subtypes need
not to be re-verified once a property has been proven for their supertypes. In their study
they have to take particular care about aliasing since in object-oriented programs several
references may point to the same object, and thus an object may be manipulated in several
ways. Subtyping for object-oriented programs has to avoid references which are local to
the supertype but accessible in the subtype.
Preservation of properties is also an issue in transformations within the language
UNITY proposed by Chandy and Misra [5]. The superposition operator in UNITY is a
form of parallel composition which requires that the new part does not make assignments
to underlying (old) variables. This is close to the non-modification condition we used in
Theorem 5. Superposition preserves all properties of the original program.
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